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I USE it because

In this paper, I describe three important steps in making decisions 

about the use of burs for tooth preparation. 

We invest heavily in technology, but often do not stop and solve simple 

everyday problems.

I see colleagues that have a large collection of burs, but waste a great 

amount of time to find the burs that they have to use. Moreover, the perfor-

mance of a bur previously used is poor, no matter what brand it is. A good 

Brazilian bur costs very little and is of very good quality. Why not use new 

burs for each tooth preparation? 

1 . Appointment time

For those that provide a service, good care is the differential advantage 

that will ensure success. In Dentistry, I do not believe that good care is 

limited to a satisfactory treatment outcome; I think that care itself should 

consist of a smooth experience that does not take too long. The less 

time patients have their mouth open and stay on the chair, the better for 

everyone, dentists and patients. The use of an old bur is the source of 

longer appointments!

New Burs for each 
appointment
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2. Preparati on quality  

Some ti me ago, electric motors and intermediate 

speeds were not available; we worked only at high or 

low rotati on speeds. Used 12-blade burs were recom-

mended for polishing a tooth preparati on. The diffi  cult 

thing was to get it right when it came to deciding how 

old the bur was! When we open the package of a rea-

sonably good industrialized product, we are familiar 

with its performance when new. We know about its ad-

vantages and disadvantages. When we understand the 

associati ons of ty pe of bur granulati on and speeds, we 

know how to get the best of these instruments.

3. Protecti on of the denti n-pulp complex

According to literatu re, there are several variables in 

the protecti on of the denti n-pulp complex. Undoubt-

edly, bur performance makes a great diff erence. The 

newer the bur, the lower the level of aggression. 

For 16 years, I have been using burs of one single 

shape and replacing them with new ones. This is 

parti cularly true of cylindrical burs, which we call 

“cruising burs”, because of their practi cality   and 

usefulness. When I have a large number of teeth 

to prepare, I use as many new burs as necessary; 

what matt ers is to not let performance decline. I 

assure you that this apparent extra expense leads 

to faster, bett er results. See you next ti me!
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